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[1] This study presents results from 46 sensitivity experiments carried out with three
structurally simple (2, 3, and 6 biogeochemical state variables, respectively) models of
production, export and remineralization of organic phosphorus, coupled to a global ocean
circulation model and integrated for 3000 years each. The models’ skill is assessed via
different misfit functions with respect to the observed global distributions of phosphate and
oxygen. Across the different models, the global root-mean square misfit with respect to
observed phosphate and oxygen distributions is found to be particularly sensitive to
changes in the remineralization length scale, and also to changes in simulated primary
production. For this metric, changes in the production and decay of dissolved organic
phosphorus as well as in zooplankton parameters are of lesser importance. For a misfit
function accounting for the misfit of upper-ocean tracers, however, production parameters
and organic phosphorus dynamics play a larger role. Regional misfit patterns are
investigated as indicators of potential model deficiencies, such as missing iron limitation,
or deficiencies in the sinking and remineralization length scales. In particular, the gradient
between phosphate concentrations in the northern North Pacific and the northern North
Atlantic is controlled predominantly by the biogeochemical model parameters related to
particle flux. For the combined 46 sensitivity experiments performed here, the global
misfit to observed oxygen and phosphate distributions shows no clear relation to either
simulated global primary or export production for either misfit metric employed. However,
a relatively tight relationship that is very similar for the different model of different
structural complexity is found between the model-data misfit in oxygen and phosphate
distributions to simulated meso- and bathypelagic particle flux. Best agreement with the
observed tracer distributions is obtained for simulated particle fluxes that agree most
closely with sediment trap data for a nominal depth of about 1000 m, or deeper.
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1. Introduction

[2] Coupled global ocean biogeochemical-circulation
models serve as a tool to quantitatively assess the role of
different biological and biogeochemical processes in the
global carbon cycle and their potential sensitivity to envi-
ronmental changes. In the absence of well-established sets of
equations governing the behavior of marine ecosystems,
parameterized models of varying structural complexity have
been developed. These range from very simple, “nutrient-
only” models (mostly based on phosphorus or nitrogen [e.g.,
Bacastow and Maier-Reimer, 1990]), to models with various
autotrophic and heterotrophic compartments, sometimes

describing different elemental cycles [e.g., Aumont and
Bopp, 2006; Moore and Doney, 2007]. However, as shown
by a recent study [Kriest et al., 2010], an increase in struc-
tural complexity (here measured in terms of the number of
model components) does not necessarily lead to a better
agreement of the model results with observed nutrient and
oxygen distributions. Instead, changes in parameter values
or parameterizations may be of equal importance for a
model’s ability to reproduce observed biogeochemical tracer
distributions or fluxes, e.g. of CO2 [Kwon et al., 2009].
Given that structurally very different models may perform
similarly in terms of their ability to reproduce observed
tracer distributions, the question remains as to whether
models of different complexity exhibit a similar robustness
in terms of biogeochemical tracer fluxes and their sensitivity
to environmental change.
[3] In a pilot study [Kriest et al., 2010], we considered a

hierarchy of models that differed in both structural com-
plexity and in various process parameterizations. While our
goal there was to investigate the impact of model complexity
on model performance, parameter values employed in that
study were mostly chosen subjectively according to “best”
estimates. Model-data misfits could, therefore, potentially
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arise from an unintended selection of some particularly
inappropriate model parameters. In order to rule out this
possibility, and thus more fully assess a particular model’s
skill and sensitivity, we have carried out a “coarse sweep” of
the parameter space of three relatively simple global bio-
geochemical models. By restricting ourselves to model
structures with a maximum of up to six tracers (PO4, dis-
solved organic phosphorus, phyto- and zooplankton bio-
mass, detritus, and O2) we keep the number of parameters
to be investigated manageably small. Moreover, with this
relatively small number of prognostic tracers and an effi-
cient method for physical tracer transport, the “transport
matrix method” [Khatiwala et al., 2005], we are able to spin
the models up to equilibrium starting from globally homo-
geneous tracer concentrations within a reasonable amount
of time. Neglecting exchange via rivers or the seafloor, total
phosphorus is conserved. In the absence of strong biogeo-
chemical non-linearities that could lead to bifurcations and
multiple equilibria, the resulting seasonally cycling steady
state tracer distributions should be independent of initial
conditions. This was confirmed in a sensitivity experiment
in which different initial distributions of phosphorus and
oxygen resulted in virtually identical distributions after
3000 years. For a given phosphorus inventory, the spun-up
state should therefore reflect only the combined effects of
the underlying circulation field (which here is identical for
all simulations) and the representation of biogeochemistry
(which is not identical among the simulations). Differences
in the different models’ fits to global data sets of PO4 and
O2 can thus be generated only by differences among the
different biogeochemical model formulations.
[4] By comparing the spun-up model solutions with

observed tracer distributions we aim at addressing the fol-
lowing questions: (1) How sensitive are the model results to
variations in the biogeochemical model parameters com-
pared to variations in biological model structure?; (2) Which

regions of the World Ocean are most sensitive to changes in
the model parameters?; (3) To what extent can other obser-
vations, such as global primary production, export produc-
tion or deep particle flux, help to constrain a model’s ability
to reproduce observed global phosphate and oxygen dis-
tributions?; and (4) Is there a single “best” model that
satisfies several different misfit metrics?
[5] This paper is organized as follows. After a brief

description of the various models, we present an assessment
of the models’ performances relative to the tracer distribu-
tion in the entire water column of the global ocean. This
global assessment employs different metrics and is supple-
mented by an investigation of the model-data misfits in the
surface layer, which concentrates on the more dynamic
biological processes and associated shorter timescales. We
then examine simulated biogeochemical tracer distributions
in different oceanic regions for their sensitivity to changes in
model parameters. Lastly, we analyze the relation of differ-
ent metrics of model-data tracer misfits to simulated global
fluxes such as primary production, export production, and
particle flux.

2. Model and Experiment Description

2.1. The Tracer Transport Model

[6] Carrying out many biogeochemical tracer simulations
that are to be integrated into a seasonally cycling equilibrium
requires a computationally efficient tracer transport routine.
In this study we use the “transport matrix method” (TMM)
of Khatiwala et al. [2005], an efficient offline method for the
simulation of biogeochemical tracers in the ocean. As in
Kriest et al. [2010] (hereinafter KKO), we employ transport
dynamics derived from a 2.8� global configuration of the
MIT ocean model [Marshall et al., 1997] with 15 vertical
levels that had been driven by seasonally cycling climato-
logical surface fluxes of momentum, heat, and freshwater.
An extensive description of the TMM can be found in
Khatiwala et al. [2005] and Khatiwala [2007].

2.2. The Biogeochemical Models

[7] The simplest biogeochemical model, labeled “N” for
nutrient, used in this study considers only PO4 as nutrient,
similar to the model of Bacastow and Maier-Reimer [1990].
A modification to this model additionally includes dissolved
organic phosphorus (DOP). This yields the second model,
“N-DOP”, which is similar to the models used by Bacastow
and Maier-Reimer [1991] and Parekh et al. [2005]. The
third and more complex model we use, “NPZD-DOP”, is
similar to that of Schmittner et al. [2005]. All models are
described in detail in KKO. Model equations can be found in
Appendix A, and a description of model parameters is given
in Table 1. For each of the three models, we focus on
parameter sensitivity experiments with respect to the refer-
ence simulations described by KKO, which are here denoted
as N-ref, N-DOP-ref and NPZD-DOP-ref.

2.3. Parameter Sensitivity Experiments

[8] Two sets of sensitivity experiments are carried out.
The first set explores changes in parameters related to local
processes (e.g., phytoplankton and zooplankton growth and
loss terms, DOP production and decay terms; see Table 2),
which do not directly affect the redistribution of nutrients

Table 1. Biogeochemical Parameters, Their Meaning and Units
for the Different Sensitivity Experimentsa

Parameter Meaning Unit

Phytoplankton
mPHY

b max. growth rate d�1

Ic half-sat. constant for light W m�2

KPHY half-sat. constant for PO4 uptake mmol P m�3

Dissolved Organic Matter, DOP (N-DOP, NPZD-DOP)
l′DOP decay rate (all layers) yr�1

sDOP fraction production assigned to DOP

Zooplankton (NPZD-DOP Only)
mZOO max. growth rate d�1

KZOO half-sat. constant for PO4 uptake mmol P m�3

kZOO quadratic mortality (mmol P m�3)�1d�1

Detritus (NPZD-DOP Only)
l′DET decay rate d�1

a increase of sinking speed with depth d�1

Particle Flux (N, N-DOP Only)
r/a exponent of power law flux

aSee Table 2 for parameter values of set 1, and Table 3 for parameters
values of set 2.

bFor N and N-DOP mPHY refers to an assumed, constant phytoplankton
concentration of 0.0028 mmol P m�3 (see text).
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and oxygen in the vertical. These experiments are denoted
by numbers p1-p6 for parameters related to phytoplankton
growth (models N, N-DOP and NPZD-DOP), by numbers
d1-d5 for parameters related to DOP production and decay
(models N-DOP and NPZD-DOP), and by numbers z1-z6
for parameters related to zooplankton physiology (model
NPZD-DOP only). For all experiments in this set, we
assume a power law profile for the particle flux function
(models N and N-DOP) or vertically increasing sinking
speed of detritus (NPZD-DOP), as explained below in more
detail. The second set of experiments investigates the
impact of different parameters for particle flux and remi-
neralization. These experiments are denoted by s1 to s4.
2.3.1. Set 1: Biological Parameters
[9] In experiments p1 and p2 of all models we varied the

maximum production rate, mPHY (note that in model N this
rate represents the export production rate). In experiments p3
to p6 we varied half-saturation constants for nutrient and
light limitation (KPHY and Ic, respectively). Experiments d1
and d2 of models N-DOP and NPZD-DOP are related to the
DOP decay rate, l′DOP. For model N-DOP, in experiments
d3 to d5 we additionally varied the DOP decay rate on the
background of a lower production rate of DOP, sDOP.
Experiments z1 to z6 carried out with model NPZD-DOP are
related to zooplankton growth and loss parameters (mZOO,
KZOO, and kZOO). The parameter values of the respective
experiments are displayed in Table 2. Typically, sensitivity
runs are performed with parameters increased or decreased
by a factor two with respect to the parameter settings of the
respective reference model.
2.3.2. Set 2: Particle Flux Profiles
[10] For each of the model structures, we further carried

out four experiments related to changes in the particle flux
function. Since model NPZD-DOP differs from N and
N-DOP in that it explicitly resolves sinking detritus, in the
following we describe the different flux parameterizations

in the light of the underlying, implicit assumptions of par-
ticulate organic matter (POM) settling speed [see also Kriest
and Oschlies, 2008].
[11] Assume that the settling speed of POM, w, can be

described by a one-parameter function of depth z:

w ¼ az; ð1Þ

and that POM remineralizes with a constant remineralization
rate, r. With a > 0, in equilibrium, and in the absence of
significant current velocities or numerical effects, we would
recover a power law, F ∝ z�(r/a), for the downward particle
flux.
[12] In the experiments of set 1 (experiments ref, p1-p6

and d1-d5 of N and N-DOP), we adopt the value of Martin
et al. [1987] of r/a = 0.858. The value for r/a is changed by
�25% in experiments s2 and s3, and by �50% in experi-
ments s1 and s4. Using this range of exponents we basically
follow the approach by Kwon et al. [2009] and approxi-
mately cover the range consistent with sediment trap data
[Martin et al., 1987; Buesseler et al., 2007].
[13] Model NPZD-DOP includes an explicit detritus com-

ponent, sinking with a settling speed given by equation (1),
and remineralizing at a constant rate l′DET of 0.05 d�1

(corresponding to r of the direct flux formulation used for
N and N-DOP). As noted above, assuming equilibrium
conditions, with a of equation (1) set to 0.0583 d�1 the
long-term particle flux profiles of model NPZD-DOP-ref
should theoretically correspond to those of set 1 models N
and N-DOP. As for the two simpler models, we carried out
four NPZD-DOP sensitivity experiments where the rate of
vertical increase of settling speed a is changed such that
r/a = l′DET/a changes by �25% in experiments s2 and s3,
and by �50% in experiments s1 and s4 (see also Table 3).
[14] Export production is simulated as an immediate loss

of a fraction of production (given by 1� sDOP) from each of

Table 2. Set 1 of Parameter Sensitivity Experiments With Regard to Autotrophic and Heterotrophic Processes of the Different
Biogeochemical Modelsa

Experiment

ref b p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6 d1 d2 d3 d4 d5 z1 z2 z3 z z5 z6

N
mPHY

c 0.66 0.44 2.0
Ic 30 15 45
KPHY 0.5 0.25 1.0

N+DOP
mPHY

c 2.0 0.66 6.0
Ic 30 15 45
KPHY 0.5 0.25 1.0
l′DOP 0.5 0.25 1.0 0.25 0.50 1.0
sDOP 0.67 0.33 0.33 0.33

NPZD+DOP
mPHY 0.6 0.3 1.2
Ic 24 12 48
KPHY 0.031 0.016 0.063
l′DOP 0.17 0.5 2.0
mZOO 2.0 1.0 4.0
KZOO 0.088 0.063 0.125
kZOO 3.2 1.6 6.4

aSee Table 1 for meaning and units of the different parameters.
bThese values have been used for the standard experiments (N-ref, N-DOP-ref and NPZD-DOP-ref) and the experiments of set 2.
cFor N and N-DOP mPHY refers to an assumed, constant phytoplankton concentration of 0.0028 mmol P m�3.
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the upper two layers (see KKO for a detailed description) in
models N and N-DOP. In model NPZD-DOP, the export
production is calculated as the flux of sinking detritus out of
layer 2 (i.e., across z = 120 m).
[15] In the figures discussed below, we denote the

respective reference experiment by a large open circle, and
the experiments related to parameter set 1 by small circles
and/or lines. Experiments related to the sinking parameters
(set 2) are denoted by inverted triangles and/or lines.

3. Model Assessment

[16] In all experiments, the model was spun up from
globally uniform values of PO4 and O2 for 3000 years.
Model-data misfits were evaluated for simulated annual
means of phosphate and oxygen of year 3001 of the
respective model runs. As a first step toward quantifying the
model-data misfit, we use the global root mean square con-
centration error,

ffiffiffiffi
G

p
:

G ¼ ðM�OÞ2 ð2Þ

between model M and observation O. Models are assessed
with respect to annual mean PO4 and O2, as provided by the
World Ocean Atlas 2005 (WOA) [Garcia et al., 2006a,
2006b]. We use the non-interpolated observations, to avoid
any potential biases due to interpolation (although, for typical
model-data misfits, these tend to be small; see KKO). Details
regarding the treatment of data and regridding procedure can
be found in KKO.
[17] Besides the total misfit we also investigate the misfit

between model and observations restricted to the surface
layer (0–50 m), GS. Because of the rapidity of air-sea gas
exchange, surface O2 is relatively insensitive to biological
parameter variations. Therefore GS evaluates only the misfit
with respect to annual mean surface PO4. Further, by cal-
culating the misfit for specific regions (R) we examine how
well a model represents the tracer distribution in this region.
Again, by restricting the regional misfit to the upper 0–50 m,
we investigate how well the model represents processes at
the surface (RS).

4. Model Sensitivity to Parameter Variations

[18] The sensitivity of the model-data misfits to the choice
of the model parameter values is, for each model, investi-
gated by a “coarse sweep” of the parameter space. As noted
above, each parameter of the respective model structure’s

standard configuration is varied by typically half and twice
the standard value for the local parameters (Table 2), and by
�50% and �25% for the sinking parameters (Table 3). We
recognize that this approach does not, by any means, result
in a complete scan of the parameter space. Instead, it is a
pragmatic and computationally feasible compromise that, we
believe, yields useful information about the sensitivity of the
model-data misfit, and thereby our measure of model quality,
to the particular parameter choices. Our eventual goal is to
perform a full scan of parameter space by exploiting com-
putationally even more efficient methods for integrating the
individual model runs into steady state [e.g., Li and Primeau,
2008; Khatiwala, 2008].

4.1. Global Misfit to Surface Phosphate

[19] Considering the misfit to observed surface PO4 in the
surface layer (GS), the sensitivity to variations of individual
parameters is generally higher for the simpler models N and
N-DOP than for model NPZD-DOP (Figure 1, top).
[20] The surface PO4 misfit shows a very pronounced

sensitivity of the structurally simple N and N-DOP models
to the particle flux parameters, and additionally also to the
production parameters. The misfit decreases with increasing
sinking velocity for the N and N-DOP models, whereas it
decreases with decreasing sinking velocity for the NPZD-
DOP model. In the N and N-DOP models, deeper penetra-
tion of the particle flux into the ocean, as mediated via a low
power law exponent reduces the surface misfit, because it
reduces the overall surface nutrients (see also Figure 2). For
the same reason, any increase in production, as mediated via
an increase in mPHY, or via a decrease in the half-saturation
constant for light or nutrients ( Ic and KPHY, respectively),
also reduces the misfit to observed surface phosphate for
these models. In contrast, the more complex model NPZD-
DOP shows a smaller variation of the surface misfit with
respect to variations of parameters controlling biological
turnover in the euphotic zone.
[21] One reason for the different sensitivities of structur-

ally simple versus complex models with respect to the sur-
face PO4 misfit can be found in the generally too high
surface nutrients in the reference configuration of the simple
models (see Figure 2), caused by rather low growth rate and
high half-saturation constants in the standard run. An
enhanced particle flux or a higher production rate can sub-
stantially reduce surface phosphate concentrations (see also
Figure 2), thus improving the global fit to data.
[22] In contrast to the structurally simple models, the ref-

erence run of model NPZD-DOP already has quite high
production parameters, and therefore relatively low nutrients
in the surface layers (Figure 2) which, in some places, lead
to substantial underestimates of the observations. As a con-
sequence, reductions in growth and/or export improve
surface phosphate concentrations in this model, as do
parameters that induce a stronger top-down control via
zooplankton grazing (Figure 1). The beneficial effect of
parameters that induce slow phytoplankton production is
most pronounced in so-called HNLC (high-nutrient-low-
chlorophyll) regions (e.g., the Southern Ocean, equatorial
regions or the northern North Pacific), which may reflect a
compensation for the lack of an explicit iron limitation in
the model (see section 5).

Table 3. Set 2 of Parameter Experiments With Regard to Sinking
Speed and Remineralization of the Different Biogeochemical
Modelsa

Experiment

s1 s2 ref b s3 s4

r/a 1.287 1.073 0.858 0.644 0.429

aBiological parameters of all experiments of set 2 are the same as in
N-ref, N-DOP-ref and NPZD-DOP-ref (see Table 2). All experiments
assume a detritus decay rate lDET = r = 0.05 d�1. See text for further
details, and Table 1 for meaning and units of the different parameters.

bThis value has been used for the standard experiments (N-ref, N-DOP-
ref and NPZD-DOP-ref) and the experiments of set 1.
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4.2. Global Misfit to Phosphate and Oxygen

[23] For the different metric considered, the global misfits
to observed PO4 and O2 distributions tend to vary more with
parameter values than with model type (Figure 1). According
to our metrics, all models seem to be particularly sensitive to
particle flux or sinking parameters (i.e., experiments s1–s4).
Based on the misfit function to the global distribution of PO4

(Figure 1, middle), a small power law flux exponent (i.e.,
deeper penetration of flux into the ocean interior) or, equiv-
alently, sinking speed increasing rapidly with depth, as, for
example, in experiment s4, is detrimental for all models. One
reason for this degradation are the too low phosphate con-
centrations in the mesopelagic zone caused by the exces-
sively large transport of organic matter to the ocean interior
in exp. s4 (thick dashed red lines in Figure 2).
[24] The structurally simple models N and N-DOP show

best fits to observed phosphate with the standard power law
exponent, while the more complex model NPZD-DOP gives
best results with a sinking speed increasing only slowly with

depth (NPZD-DOP, experiment s2). The simple models show
relatively little response to changes in growth, production or
DOP-related parameters, but model NPZD-DOP can be
slightly improved by a decrease in growth rate, as mediated
via a decrease in maximum growth rate (mPHY, experiment p1)
or light affinity (increase in Ic, experiment p4).
[25] With respect to the reference experiment, the fit of

models N and N-DOP to the observed oxygen distribution
(Figure 1, bottom) can be improved by slightly decreasing
the power law exponent (experiments s3), or by increasing
the simulated biological production via a high light affinity
in experiments p3. As for phosphate, a too strong particle
flux (as in experiments s4 of N and N-DOP) reduces the fit.
The NPZD-DOP model is about as sensitive to the parame-
terization of particle flux as are the simpler models. How-
ever, its fit to the global oxygen distribution is best for a
relatively small sinking velocity of detritus (experiment s2).
[26] For all misfit functions discussed so far, the largest

contribution to the global misfit for almost all models and
experiments comes from the low latitudes, most likely owing

Figure 1. Different global misfit functions for models N, N-DOP and NPZD-DOP (black lines).
(top) Misfit to surface PO4, (middle) misfit to PO4, and (bottom) misfit to O2 (see equation (2) and
section 3). For each parameter, the experiment with the smallest parameter value is plotted first, then
the value increases to the right, with the reference run plotted as open circle for comparison in the middle.
Colored lines denote the model’s fit in different regions. Green: northern North Atlantic. Light blue:
northern North Pacific. Dark blue: low latitudes, except equatorial upwelling. Red: Southern Ocean.
Magenta: equatorial upwelling region. See also shaded area in inset of Figure 1 (middle) for location
and extent of regions. Horizontal thin line denotes the global standard deviation of the observations.
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to their large spatial extent. Although volume specific mis-
fits are generally largest in the North Pacific (cyan lines in
Figure 1, see discussion below), because of the small size of
this region it contributes only little to the global misfit.

5. Model Skill in Different Regions

5.1. Regional Misfit to Surface Phosphate

[27] The surface misfit averaged over various domains
(RS) is shown in Figure 1 (top). We find that for the
parameter combinations explored, the simple models per-
form particularly poorly at the surface in the equatorial
upwelling region, in the low latitudes, and in the northern
North Atlantic, mostly due to an overestimate of surface
nutrients (see also Figure 2). NPZD-DOP, in contrast, shows
severe deficiencies in the northern North Pacific, and also in
the Southern Ocean, which can be attributed to a substantial
underestimate of surface nutrients (see also Figure 2). While
the simple models’misfit may indicate a too weak biological

turnover, the fast growth rates used in the reference config-
uration of model NPZD-DOP may not be appropriate for
HNLC regions.
[28] It is important to note that none of the models used

here explicitly account for iron limitation. The above result
might therefore be interpreted as a sign of missing iron
limitation in the models: while the low- to medium-growth
cases of the simple models, or NPZD-DOP with low growth,
mimic iron limited growth in the northern North Pacific and
Southern Ocean on the expense of simulating low growth
also in the North Atlantic, the fast-growing NPZD-DOP
scenarios mimic non-limited growth in the northern North
Atlantic on the expense of simulating too fast growth in the
North Pacific and Southern Ocean. However, it is still pos-
sible that the inability of the various models to accurately
simulate surface concentrations in both regions simulta-
neously is related to the particular combinations of para-
meters we have thus far explored. At this stage we cannot
rule out that a more comprehensive search of parameter

Figure 2. Zonal average of PO4 for models (a and d) N, (b and e) N-DOP, and (c and f) NPZD-DOP,
at a depth of 25 m (Figures 2a–2c) and 290 m (Figures 2d–2f). (g–i) Zonal average of O2, 290 m.
Lines indicate different model experiments. Thick black: exp. ref. Thin and thick dashed black: exps.
p1 and p2, respectively. Thin and thick green: exps. p3 and p4, respectively. Thin and thick blue:
exps. p5 and p6, respectively. Thin and thick red: exps. s2 and s3, respectively. Thin and thick dashed
red: exps. s1 and s4, respectively. Open circles denote observations (interpolated data set of Garcia et al.
[2006b, 2006a]). Note that in the plot for NPZD-DOP, black and thin blue lines are hidden under the thick
blue line.
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space or model optimization might allow to accurately
simulate both regions even without an explicit consideration
of iron limitation. A follow-on study is planned to specifi-
cally investigate the extent to which an explicit inclusion of
iron limitation can improve the model fit.

5.2. Regional Misfit to Phosphate and Oxygen

[29] All models show highest deficiencies with respect to
the total (surface + deep) phosphate and oxygen misfit in the
northern North Pacific (Figures 1 (middle) and 1 (bottom)).
For this region, the volume-average regional misfit (R) of
both phosphate and oxygen is always near or greater than the
global variance of the annually averaged observed tracer
distribution (horizontal black lines in Figure 1). Given the
large age of North Pacific deep waters [Khatiwala et al.,
2012], this area is a likely candidate to accumulate defi-
ciencies of both the biological and physical model, for
example associated with parameters related to sinking and
remineralization. Variations in parameters related to particle
flux exert, in our experiments, the largest influence on the
misfit in the North Pacific. Thus, although the surface misfit
suggests that the structurally simple models may be able to
reproduce surface properties in this region better than the
more complex models, this is not reflected at depth, where
the older waters have also accumulated signals of remote
biogeochemical processes.

5.3. Northern North Pacific

[30] The high sensitivity of simulated nutrient concentra-
tions in the northern North Pacific to changes in parameter
values is also evident from Figure 3, which plots average

phosphate concentrations in the different oceanic regions
(northern North Pacific, low latitudes, equatorial regions and
the Southern Ocean) versus those of the northern North
Atlantic. The different models respond to an increase in the
remineralization length scale with a decrease of phosphate in
the northern North Atlantic, and a corresponding decrease in
the Southern Ocean and the equatorial upwelling region.
Phosphate concentrations in the subtropical latitudes are
largely unaffected by an increase in sinking speed. In con-
trast, average phosphate in the northern North Pacific is
inversely related to the average phosphate in the northern
North Atlantic. The “faster” the detritus export is in a model
(as, for example, reflected in a low power law exponent), the
more phosphate is transported by the global thermohaline
“conveyor belt” circulation into the northern North Pacific.
The trend of inversely related phosphate concentrations also
shows up in the other parameter experiments.
[31] Interestingly, the models with the smallest global misfit

(indicated by rectangles in Figure 3a) cluster around a ratio
of ≈2.4 mmol P m�3 (North Pacific) to ≈1.2 mmol P m�3

(North Atlantic) which differs from the observed ratio of
≈2.8:1 (star in Figure 3a). That is, the apparent globally best
fit of these models to observed phosphate is achieved via an
underestimate of the North Pacific’s average phosphate
content and a slight overestimate of the North Atlantic’s
average phosphate content.
[32] One reason for this apparent discrepancy between the

fit to bulk regional phosphate and global misfit function is
the small contribution of the North Pacific to the global
misfit. Another reason for the apparent discrepancy can be
found in the detailed spatial resolution of the misfit function:

Figure 3. Average phosphate in different regions versus phosphate in the northern North Atlantic (nNA).
(a) Northern North Pacific versus nNA. (b) Low latitudes versus nNA. (c) Equatorial upwelling versus nNA.
(d) Southern Ocean versus nNA. Color denotes model type (black: N; blue: N-DOP; red: NPZD-DOP).
Symbol type denotes model experiments: Large open circle: reference scenario; small circles: experiments
of set 1. Inverted triangles connected with bold lines: experiments s1 to s4 related to particle flux (set 2).
Note that the size of the triangles increases with increasing sinking speed, i.e., from experiments s1 to s4.
Rectangles denote the range of concentrations for the best three experiments of each model. Observations
are shown by black open stars.
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A relatively “good” match of regionally averaged phosphate
of the models with fast sinking speed is achieved via a local
underestimate of surface concentrations together with a local
overestimate of deep concentrations. These misfits of
opposite sign result in a higher misfit for this region, but in a
matching regional average.

6. Discussion

[33] Our results suggest that the particle flux and/or
sinking parameters are particularly important for an accurate
description of the global distribution of phosphate and
oxygen. This holds for all three structurally different bio-
geochemical models considered. The importance of the
particle flux parameter for distributing phosphate among the
northern North Pacific and northern North Atlantic has also
been found by Kwon and Primeau [2006] in a sensitivity
analysis of a structurally simple model. They found a net
export of phosphate from the North Atlantic to the North
Pacific when the power law exponent was decreased (i.e.,
an increase in the strength of the biological carbon pump).
Likewise, Bacastow and Maier-Reimer [1991] found an
increase of phosphate in the meso- and bathypelagial of the
northwestern Pacific upon increasing the length scale of
their simulated exponential particle flux (compare Bacastow
and Maier-Reimer [1991, Figures 5b and 5c]). The results
presented here qualitatively agree with these earlier studies.
[34] The misfit of the structurally simple models to phos-

phate suggests that the optimum power law exponent of the
simple models - at least when simulated with the other
parameters set to their default values - is close to the open-
ocean composite of 0.858 suggested byMartin et al. [1987].
Values near 0.9 have also been widely used by the global
modeling community. A somewhat higher optimum value of
1.0 was found by Kwon and Primeau [2006]. The more
complex NPZD-DOP model reaches smallest global misfits
to both phosphate and oxygen with a sinking speed
corresponding to a power law exponent of 1.07. The fact that
the more complex model seems to favor a somewhat lower
sinking velocity might be explained by a more efficient
transfer of surface nutrients into particulate organic matter,
part of which can be exported to deeper layers by vertical
mixing. Additionally, the effect of numerical diffusion
caused by the upstream scheme for particle sinking can be
comparable to a ≈12% decrease in the power law exponent
[Kriest and Oschlies, 2011]. Accounting for this effect
would probably shift the “best” estimate of the power law
exponent for model NPZD-DOP toward a value of ≈1.

6.1. How Robust Is the Identified Misfit Minimum?

[35] Despite the fact that the derived “optimum” flux
exponent is near values found by other studies, the more
complex model may be especially prone to so-called “local”
misfit minima, i.e., the occurrence of many different opti-
mum values in (a potentially high-dimensional) parameter
space. (For the NPZD-DOP model as examined here, for
example, this is an 8-dimensional space.) That is, given a
different default set of parameters, the optimum flux expo-
nent may be higher or lower. Only a complete and finely
resolved examination of the parameter space could provide a
conclusive answer about the optimum parameter set. This
would require many evaluations of the spun-up model system.

While this can be attempted for a structurally simple model,
[e.g., Kwon and Primeau, 2006, 2008], this computationally
very demanding task has, to our knowledge, not yet been
carried out for more complex models.
[36] To get a first impression about the robustness of our

results, we have carried out an additional set of experiments
with model NPZD-DOP. This supplements the above
experiments in the following way: (1) Two more evaluations
of the model are carried out in the vicinity of the “Martin”
flux exponents, namely by varying a of equation (1) such
that r/a = 0.751 and r/a = 0.965, i.e. deviating �12.5% from
the standard value. (2) The extended set of flux-exponent
sensitivity experiments is repeated with a half-saturation
constant for light of Ic = 48, i.e., twice the default value. As
noted above and shown in Figure 1, this value - with all
other parameters set to default values - improves the model
fit of NPZD-DOP. This latter set of experiments therefore
also examines the question whether we can further improve
the model solution by combining two “beneficial” parameter
choices at the same time.
[37] Unfortunately, Figure 4 shows that this is not the

case: the misfit to observations remains roughly the same
over the range of export exponents tested (phosphate), or
even deteriorates (oxygen). For both tracers the optimum
flux exponent decreases when the half-saturation constant
for light is doubled. That is, the decrease in light sensitivity
is compensated by a trend toward faster sinking speed. The
finer resolution of the parameter space around the default
value of 0.858 reveals no discontinuities. The apparent
smoothness of the misfit function for both values of Ic sug-
gests that relatively simple search algorithms may be able to
better constrain the optimum parameter set in future studies.

6.2. What Is a “Best” Model?

[38] As seen above, different metrics can provide different
answers regarding model skill. It is therefore of interest to
see whether the trends exhibited by the different misfit
functions are similar or opposed to each other, and whether
different metrics select for very different “best” model con-
figurations. In particular, it is of interest for studies of bio-
geochemical tracer fluxes, whether we can identify any
single model configuration that fits both observed phosphate
and oxygen at the same time. In Figure 5 we have plotted the
normalized misfit to surface phosphate (Figure 5, left) and
total oxygen misfit (Figure 5, right) versus the total phosphate
misfit for the different model experiments. Normalization was
carried out by dividing each global misfit by the respective
standard deviation of the observed tracer distribution.
[39] The “worst case” scenario when looking at two dif-

ferent metrics would correspond to an increase in the first
misfit coinciding with a decrease in the second one, i.e. a
line from the upper left corner to the lower right corner of
Figure 5. Instead, the results indicate a positive correlation
between the two metrics suggesting that there is at least the
potential for simultaneously reducing both misfits. However,
the relation between the two metrics depends on model type:
while for the structurally simple models a large reduction
especially in the surface misfit can be obtained for relatively
small reductions in total phosphate misfit, the more complex
model displays a large reduction in the total misfit with only
a smaller reduction in surface misfit. Similarly, the simpler
models may be improved more with respect to oxygen than
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with respect to phosphate, while the complex model is about
as sensitive to phosphate as it is to oxygen.
[40] To see if there is a specific class of model types and

experiments that is optimal for two metrics at the same time,
we have calculated the euclidean norm for each pair of
misfits: E ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
m2

1 þ m2
2

p
where m1 and m2 are either (nor-

malized) surface and total phosphate misfit, or (normalized)
total oxygen and total phosphate misfit. (In terms of
Figure 5, this measure gives the distance of each data point
from the origin.)

[41] Table 4 shows the ranking of the best eight models of
this joint metric, for both combinations. For the combination
of surface and total phosphate misfit the more complex
model NPZD-DOP seems to be more appropriate than the
simpler N-DOP model. Further, a decrease of production
and/or export to deep layer in NPZD-DOP improves the
combined fit. For the combination of oxygen and phosphate
misfit, N-DOP appears more often than the more complex
NPZD-DOP among the best eight candidates. For this
simple model, an enhancement of export production either
via a decrease in sDOP (the fraction of production released

Figure 4. Global misfit of model NPZD-DOP for (left) phosphate and (right) oxygen for different
sinking parameters r/a, and two different half-saturation constants for light. Thin line with open circles:
Ic = 24 W m�2 (default). Thick line with triangles: Ic = 48 W m�2. The symbols indicate the different
experiments. See text for further details.

Figure 5. (left) Surface layer misfit versus total misfit for phosphate and (right) total oxygen misfit
versus total phosphate misfit for the different models. Misfits have been normalized by the respective
standard deviation of observations (i.e., over x and y for the surface layer misfit, and over x, y and z
for the total misfits). The quarter circle denotes the max. euclidean norm of the best eight models shown
in Table 4. Colors and symbols as in Figure 3.
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as DOP), or via increase of nutrient or light sensitivity is
beneficial. The more complex model, in contrast, benefits
from a decrease in production parameters or remineraliza-
tion length scale.
[42] Altogether, a simultaneous match to observed oxygen

and phosphate distributions can be achieved with both
structurally simple and complex models, but a simultaneous
match to surface and total phosphate can be better accom-
plished with the more complex NPZD-DOP model. Fortu-
nately, the same or similar candidates of both model types
appear among the best candidates for both combined
metrics. Configuration s2 of the NPZD-DOP model with a
slightly reduced remineralization length scale seems to be
the most likely candidate to match the different criteria at the
same time.

6.3. Biogeochemical Fluxes as Model Constraints?

[43] As shown above, the models’ global and regional fit
to observed phosphate and oxygen distributions is most
sensitive to parameters that regulate particle flux and/or
production of organic matter. Because primary production,
export production and remineralization profiles of organic
matter are key controls on simulated biogeochemical tracer
distributions, such model fluxes have often been compared
against observational flux estimates [e.g., Bacastow and
Maier-Reimer, 1991; Najjar et al., 2007]. In the following,
we investigate whether, and to what extent, such observa-
tional flux estimates can provide additional constraints on
the model’s ability to reproduce observed biogeochemical
tracer distributions.
[44] For primary production (Figures 6a–6c) we use

observational estimates derived from remote sensing [Carr
et al., 2006]. To convert the fluxes (given in Gt C y�1) to
global average values of mmol P m�2 y�1, we use a molar C:
P ratio of 106, and divide the global fluxes by the
corresponding model area. (In the fixed-stoichiometry
models, the model equivalent of primary production is
phosphate uptake via phytoplankton.) We further compare
our simulated primary production to the estimates by Honjo
et al. [2008], which refer to regions with a water depth
≥2000 m.
[45] Most of the models predict lower than observed

global primary production (Figures 6a–6c). According to our
results, primary production is a poor predictor of model
performance with respect to the misfit for phosphate, as a
good fit to observed phosphate can be achieved both with
high and low primary production (Figure 6b). Even a

presumably “correct” fit to observed primary production (as
indicated by the vertical lines or shaded area) does not
guarantee a good model fit to phosphate. The relation
between global primary production and either surface
phosphate misfit or oxygen misfit shows a similar pattern.
Only model NPZD-DOP seems to be capable of reproducing
the observed tracer distribution and simulating realistically
high levels of primary production at the same time
(Figures 6a and 6c).
[46] It remains to be investigated whether the simple

models can be further improved with respect to observed
primary production, e.g., via an increase in light or nutrient
affinity, and/or modifications in the recycling parameters.
Our results indicate that, while keeping a good fit to the
observed phosphate distribution, we might be able to tune
NPZD-DOP to match any desired primary production (for
example, by parameterizing a “fast recycling loop” as in
Oschlies [2001]). On the other hand, a good fit to observed
primary production does not automatically imply a good fit
to global phosphate or oxygen, as indicated by a few
experiments of NPZD-DOP that lie within the range of
observed primary production, but have an RMS misfit
>0.4 mmol P m�3. In case of surface phosphate, experiments
of NPZD-DOP that fall within the range of observational
primary-production estimates also show a small misfit.
[47] The range of observational estimates of export pro-

duction (taken to be approximately the same as new pro-
duction) as compiled by Oschlies [2001] is indicated in
Figures 6d–6f, together with the observational estimate by
Lutz et al. [2007] and Honjo et al. [2008]. Again we convert
the fluxes via a molar C:P ratio of 106, and divide the global
fluxes by the corresponding model area (area with water
depth ≥120 m). As model equivalent for export production
we use the particle flux at a depth of 120 m (i.e., out of the
euphotic zone).
[48] Rates of global export production simulated by the

different model configurations are confined to a narrower
range than primary production and mostly fall between the
values estimated by Honjo et al. [2008] and ][from cali-
brated sediment traps Lutz et al. [2007], but are much lower
than many of the estimates compiled by Oschlies [2001].
The review of estimated and simulated global export pro-
duction by Oschlies [2001] suggests a wide range of
potential values, part of which may be attributed to the
effects of diapycnal diffusion and advection numerics in the
different model types. Nevertheless, even with a “correct”
simulation of export production a model could still fail to

Table 4. Model Ranking for the Euclidean Norm of Surface and Total Phosphate Misfit and Total Oxygen and Phosphate Misfita

Rank

Surface and Total Phosphate Total Oxygen and Total Phosphate

Model Experiment Description Model Experiment Description

1 C s1 very slow sinking C s2 slow sinking
2 C p4 low light sensitivity S p3 high light sensitivity
3 C s2 slow sinking S d3 high export ratio
4 S p3 high light sensitivity S d4 high export ratio
5 S d3 high export ratio S p5 high nutrient sensitivity
6 C p1 slow growth rate C p4 low light sensitivity
7 C z2 high grazing rate S d5 high export ratio
8 C z3 high food sensitivity C z2 high grazing rate

aModel type is indicated by letter: “C” for more complex model NPZD + DOP, “S” for simpler model N+DOP. Model experiment is indicated by letter +
number as in Tables 2 and 3.
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represent the observed phosphate distribution (Figure 6e), as
the values scatter quite strongly in the range between 10 and
15 mmol P m�2 y�1. Similar to the misfit to the observed
global phosphate distribution, both the global misfit to
oxygen and the surface misfit show little dependence on
export production (Figures 6d and 6f).

[49] The simulated meso- and bathypelagic particle flux is
compared to the observational estimates by Honjo et al.
[2008] and Lutz et al. [2007]. The observed particle flux
by Honjo et al. [2008] was extrapolated to the simulated
depth of 2250 m by using a power law algorithm with an
exponent of 0.86, as in their original data set. Again, we use

Figure 6
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a C:P ratio of 106 to convert their carbon-based results to
phosphorus. Although conceptually different from their
work, a power law exponent of 0.86 has also been used
for extrapolating the estimates by Lutz et al. [2007] to the
simulated depths.
[50] Contrary to the results for primary production and

export production, the misfit function for phosphate shows a
clear parabolic dependence on simulated particle flux at
1080 and 2250 m depth (Figures 6h and 6k, respectively).
Models with very high or very low deep particle flux per-
form poorly in terms of reproducing the observed phosphate
distribution, and the misfit function shows a minimum RMS
misfit for deep particle flux around 2 mmol P m�2 y�1

and 1 mmol P m�2 y�1 for particle flux at 1080 and 2250 m,
respectively. In contrast to the near-surface fluxes associated
with primary production and export production, this mini-
mum RMS misfit agrees well with the observational esti-
mates of the deep particle flux by Lutz et al. [2007],
uncalibrated traps and Honjo et al. [2008]. At 1080 m it is
far lower than the estimated from traps with radiogenic cal-
ibration, but the trapping efficiency from this calibration is
still uncertain [Lutz et al., 2007] and may vary with location
and/or depth [Scholten et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2001].
[51] As for phosphate, the relation of the model misfit to

observed oxygen distribution versus deep particle flux
shows a rather clear dependency on the strength of simulated
mesopelagic and bathypelagic particle flux (Figures 6i and
6l). Again, the global particle flux of the optimum experi-
ments of each model is not very different from the observed
deep particle flux.
[52] To summarize, in our experiments, primary produc-

tion does not provide much information about the skill of
models with respect to phosphate or oxygen distributions, as
a good fit may be achieved with a variety of simulated pri-
mary production rates. On the other hand, only the more
complex model NPZD-DOP is able to fit both production
and phosphate at the same time. Global primary production
might therefore serve as an additional constraint, especially
if we want to represent biogeochemical fluxes in the surface
layer. A realistic simulation of export production may still be
associated with a relatively poor performance in terms of the
simulated phosphate distribution. Particle fluxes in the
meso- and bathypelagic realm, in contrast, seem to be a
much better predictor of the models’ fit to either phosphate
or oxygen: Model solutions with a good fit to observed
phosphate agree well with independent estimates of deep
particle flux.
[53] However, care must be taken when comparing the

global models to the flux estimates derived from observa-
tions, as these estimates are also based on certain assump-
tions about organism physiology and ecosystem structure,

which are not necessarily consistent with the assumptions
made by the model. In that sense, the above comparison to
observed fluxes has, to some extent, to be taken as a model-
model intercomparison rather than a comparison to in-situ
observations.
[54] In-situ observations of biogeochemical fluxes are

rather sparse in space and time, and the physical context in
which these were obtained may differ strongly from the
usually coarsely-resolved physics in the global models pre-
sented here. Further, the methodology of these observations
is often not as standardized as for the chemical tracers. We
therefore regard the information gained from observational
flux estimates as somewhat weaker constraint than the
information gained from biogeochemical tracer measure-
ments. In this respect, the comparison to global biogeo-
chemical fluxes can be viewed as an additional aid in model
development that may supplement the quantitative model
assessment with respect to the distributions of tracers such as
nutrients or oxygen.

7. Summary and Conclusions

[55] A number of structurally different biogeochemical
models have been assessed for a range of different parameter
settings against observed distributions of phosphate and
oxygen. Besides illustrating that such a quantitative model
assessment is technically feasible, the aim of this study was
to examine the sensitivity of the model-data misfits to var-
iations in parameter values and to variations in biogeo-
chemical model structure. Our analysis suggests that the
parameterization of particle flux or sinking of detritus plays
a large role for a realistic distribution of tracers among the
different oceanic regions, in particular between the northern
North Atlantic and northern North Pacific. While these two
regions contribute very little to the global misfit, especially
the northern North Pacific’s misfit, in particular, can be quite
large. Therefore, care must be taken when attempting to
derive information about particular regions from models that
have been designed to give a good global fit.
[56] While all models show roughly the same sensitivity in

their fit to global phosphate to variations in model para-
meters, they differ strongly with respect to the impact of
parameter variations on nutrient misfit derived only for the
surface layers. The structurally more complex NPZD-DOP
model is less sensitive to variations in single parameters than
are the simpler models. Whether this is due to the different
starting points in the parameter space for the different model
types (as indicated by their different biological timescales),
or due to a higher complexity of the NPZD-DOP model
remains to be investigated in a more comprehensive search
of the parameter space. For the parameter combinations

Figure 6. Misfit functions versus different global biogeochemical fluxes. (a, d, g, and j) Surface misfit of phosphate.
(b, e, h, and k) Total misfit of phosphate. (c, f, i, and l) Total misfit of oxygen. Figures 6a–6c show misfit versus primary
production. Figures 6d–6f show misfit versus export production. Figures 6g–6i show misfit versus particle flux in 1080 m.
Figures 6j–6l show misfit versus particle flux in 2250 m. Colors, symbols and lines denote different model experiments, as
in Figure 3. Vertical lines: observed fluxes. Primary production (Figures 6a–6c): Carr et al. [2006] (average over 24 dif-
ferent algorithms, straight line) and Honjo et al. [2008] (dashed line). Export production (Figures 6d–6f): Lutz et al. [2007]
(thick straight: uncalibrated, thin straight: radiogenic calibration) and Honjo et al. [2008] (dashed). Particle flux in 1080 m:
Lutz et al. [2007] (thick straight: uncalibrated, thin straight: radiogenic calibration). Particle flux in 2250 m: Lutz et al.
[2007] (thick straight: uncalibrated) and Honjo et al. [2008] (dashed). Shaded area in the plots for primary and export pro-
duction denote the range given by Carr et al. [2006, Figure 5A] and Oschlies [2001], respectively.
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tested in this study, it appears that structurally more complex
models may be better able to reproduce observed surface
nutrient distributions, whereas structurally simple and
structurally complex models seem to perform similarly well
in reproducing phosphate and oxygen distributions in the
global ocean interior.
[57] Overall, various metrics and model assessments of

our (limited) evaluation of model types and setups suggest
that parameters involved in the description of the particle
flux are among the most important ones in describing global
ocean distributions of nutrients and oxygen. For the model
configurations used here, the corresponding exponent of the
Martin function used to describe particle flux [Martin et al.,
1987] lies within the rage of ≈1.1–0.86. This agrees with
other model studies [e.g., Kwon and Primeau, 2006], and
observational estimates [e.g., Martin et al., 1987]. Our
model comparison also supports the global deep flux esti-
mates by Honjo et al. [2008] and Lutz et al. [2007]. It
remains to be investigated whether this result is confirmed
for biogeochemical models simulated with different spatial
resolution and different circulation fields. Sensitivity studies
with transport matrices derived from a higher-resolution
(1� � 1� laterally and 23 levels vertically) global model
found smallest phosphate and oxygen misfits for virtually
the same export parameters.
[58] While sensitivity studies of zero-dimensional or one-

dimensional oceanic biogeochemical models have long been
carried out [e.g., Fasham et al., 1990], this has generally not
been the case for computationally much more expensive
three-dimensional global biogeochemical models. To our
knowledge, this study presents the first attempt to system-
atically examine the parameter sensitivity of a range of
global biogeochemical models. Our study suggest two broad
avenues for future research. First, it is important to investi-
gate how robust our results are to the spatial resolution and
circulation of the underlying physical model. Here, for
computational efficiency, we have restricted our attention to
a relatively coarse resolution ocean model. Further work is
needed to better characterize and understand this sensitivity
to the physical circulation. Second, proceeding along the
lines of Fasham et al. [1990], it would be useful to optimize
of the biogeochemical models, as carried out in a zero-
dimensional context by, for example, Fasham and Evans
[1995] or Schartau and Oschlies [2003a, 2003b]. Optimi-
zation and sensitivity analysis of global biogeochemical
models - such as carried out by Kwon and Primeau [2006,
2008] for a structurally simple model - can provide more
insight into the dynamics of a global modeling framework
(i.e., biogeochemistry + ocean circulation). However, for
more complex models, such as the NPZD-DOP one pre-
sented in this study, this may be a demanding task. Reducing
the parameter set to be optimized could help to make this
task more feasible. Our results suggest that the particle-flux
and remineralization parameters are likely to emerge as
particularly important in terms of a model’s ability to
reproduce global biogeochemical tracer patterns, in the
ocean interior. In the current study we could not identify an
improvement in the simulation of ocean-interior nutrient and
oxygen distributions with increased structural model com-
plexity. The more complex model used here was, however,
able to fit observed surface nutrient distributions better than

the structurally simpler models. The degree of model com-
plexity required may thus depend on the metric used for
evaluation which, in turn, should reflect the scientific ques-
tion to be addressed by the model.

Appendix A: Biogeochemical Model Description

[59] We assume that different biogeochemical processes
operate in different vertical domains. In the upper layers of
the ocean a fast and dynamic turnover of phosphorus via
photosynthesis, grazing, mortality, excretion and/or exuda-
tion takes place. In the aphotic layers there is only a slow
turnover of phosphorus. To specify processes operating only
in the euphotic zone (0–120 m, or k ≤ ke = 2), we use the
symbol He(k) ≡ H(ke � k), where H(k) is the Heaviside step
function.He(k) is “1” in the euphotic layers, and “0” outside,
conveniently allowing us to set processes outside the
euphotic layers to zero.
[60] All models presented here include oxygen. The air-

sea gas exchange (top layer only) is parameterized following
the OCMIP-2 protocol [Najjar and Orr, 1999], with piston
velocity and saturation computed from a monthly mean wind
speed, temperature and salinity derived from the MIT ocean
model, and interpolated linearly onto the current time step.
In all layers, oxygen also changes due to photosynthesis and
remineralization, except in the presence of suboxic condi-
tions (defined here as O2 ≤ 4 mmol O2 m�3). In this case
oxygen does not change due to the biogeochemical pro-
cesses:

SðO2Þ ¼ �RO2:P SðPO4Þ : O2 > 4 mmol m�3

0 : O2 ≤ 4 mmol m�3

�
ðA1Þ

where RO2:P is the molar ratio O2:P (chosen as 170) that
relates sources and sinks of PO4 to those of O2.

A1. Models N and N-DOP

[61] In the euphotic layers, the simpler models calculate
nutrient uptake by phytoplankton of an “implicit” phyto-
plankton concentration, PHY* = const.. Primary production
PP is calculated via multiplicative limitation by light and
nutrients, i.e. PP = mPHY PHY* f (I) [PO4/(KPHY + PO4)].
mPHY is the maximum growth rate of the (implicitly pre-
scribed) phytoplankton and KPHY the half-saturation con-
stant for nutrient uptake. Light limitation is parameterized
via a Monod function: f (I) = I/(Ic + I). I is 24-hour mean
PAR (photosynthetically available radiation) at the center of
each (euphotic) layer, taking into account the light attenua-
tion by water and dissolved substances (kw = 0.02 m�1). All
uptake of phosphate is shifted either to export production or
DOP. The partitioning between neutrally buoyant DOP and
export E is regulated via the parameter sDOP. Export out of
each source (euphotic) layer with index s = 1, 2 is parame-
terized via E(s) = (1 � sDOP)PP(s)Dz(s). The export flux
E(s) out of each box is distributed over the layers below
according to a power law.

FðkÞ ¼
Xs¼2

s¼1

EðsÞ zðkÞ
zðsþ 1Þ

� ��r=a

for k > 2; ðA2Þ
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[62] z(s + 1) denotes the lower boundary of a source
(exporting) layer, and z(k) the upper boundary of a receiving
layer. The parameter r represents an implicit, constant
remineralization rate of sinking organic matter, while a
prescribes the rate of increase of sinking speed with depth
(see equation (1)). Flux divergence directly feeds into the
phosphate pool; thus phosphate is reduced by phytoplankton
production in the euphotic zone, and increases due to the
flux divergence and DOP decay in the entire water column.
DOP in all layers remineralizes with a constant rate l′DOP,
but only down to a lower limit Pmin = 10�6 mmol P m�3.
The source-minus-sink terms for model “N-DOP” are
therefore:

SðPO4Þ ¼ �PPHeðkÞ þ ∂F
∂z

þ l′DOP maxð0;DOP � PminÞ:
ðA3Þ

SðDOPÞ ¼ sDOPPPHeðkÞ � l′DOP maxð0;DOP � PminÞ: ðA4Þ

[63] The “N” model considers only inorganic nutrients,
and not the slowly decaying DOP, which can be parame-
terized by setting sDOP = 0 and l′DOP = 0 in (equations A3)
and (A4).

A2. Model NPZD-DOP

[64] This model simulates phytoplankton, zooplankton
and detritus, the latter with a sinking speed increasing line-
arly with depth. It further differs to the simpler models N and
N-DOP in several functional aspects: (1) Attenuation of light
depends on water (kw = 0.04 m�1) and phytoplankton con-
centration (kc = 0.48 m�2 (mmol P)�1). (2) Phytoplankton
light limitation is parameterized following Evans and
Parslow [1985]. This approach differs from the function
used for N and N-DOP in essentially two ways: (a) The
functional response of phytoplankton to light follows the
function of Smith [1936], and (b) the light profile within a
grid box is used to compute average phytoplankton growth
over the entire layer. (3) We parameterize temperature

dependent growth of phytoplankton by mPHY ðTÞ ¼ mPHY e
T
TB,

with TB = 15.65�C (as Eppley [1972], in the notation by
Schmittner et al. [2008]). (4) While models N and N-DOP
assume a multiplicative resource limitation, we now assume
that the most limiting resource sets the phytoplankton growth
rate, i.e., PP = mPHY PHYmin( f (I ), PO4/(KPHY + PO4)).
[65] Grazing by zooplankton is described by a Holling-III

function, i.e. via a quadratic dependence on phytoplankton, a
maximum grazing rate mZOO and half-saturation constant
KZOO of zooplankton. We assume that a fraction sDOP of
egestion, zooplankton mortality, and phytoplankton loss is
released as DOP, and the rest as detritus. DOP in all layers
remineralizes with a constant rate l′DOP, but only above a
lower limit Pmin = 10�6 mmol P m�3. Phytoplankton and
zooplankton die with a constant mortality rate of
l′PHY = l′ZOO = 0.01 d�1, again above a lower concentration
threshold Pmin. We assume that the sinking speed of detritus
is a property of detritus. Because detritus is defined at the
center of each vertical box, we calculate its sinking speed
(equation (1)) from the depth of the box centers. It

remineralizes with a fixed rate l′DET = 0.05 d�1 directly to
phosphate. Thus, the source-minus-sink terms are:

SðPO4Þ ¼ �PP þ lZOOZOOð ÞHeðkÞ
þ l′DOPmaxð0;DOP � PminÞ þ l′DET DET ∗ ðA5Þ

SðDOPÞ ¼ sDOP ð1� �ZOOÞGþ kZOO ZOO
2 þ lPHY PHY

� �HeðkÞ
� l′DOPmaxð0;DOP � PminÞ
þ l′PHYmaxð0;PHY � PminÞ
þ l′ZOOmaxð0; ZOO� PminÞ ðA6Þ

SðPHY Þ ¼ PP � G� lPPHYð ÞHeðkÞ
� l′PHY maxð0;PHY � PminÞ ðA7Þ

SðZOOÞ ¼ �ZOOG� lZOO ZOO� kZOO ZOO
2

� 	HeðkÞ
� l′ZOOmaxð0; ZOO� PminÞ; ðA8Þ

SðDETÞ ¼ ð1� sDOPÞ ð1� �ZOOÞGþ kZOO ZOO
2 þ lPHYPHY

� �

� HeðkÞ � l′DET DET ∗ þ ∂wDET ∗

∂z
;

with DET � ¼ maxð0;DET � DETminÞ ðA9Þ
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